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1- Project description:
The goal of this project is for you to create an original 1 to 2-minute television infomercial
advertising an invention of your own.
You project will need to include at least 5 marketing strategies from the ones covered in this LES.
This project is also your Secondary One Integrative Multimedia Project (IMP) since you will have to
reinvest various multimedia skills learnt in your first year of the program (image editing, video
editing and compositing, 3D modeling, audio recording, etc.).

2- Concepts definitions:
Advertising (ad)
The Business Dictionary defines advertising as:
“The activity or profession of producing information for
promoting the sale of commercial products or services.”
Advertising is a synonym of publicity and it is a part of marketing.

Marketing
You probably heard the word “marketing” many times in both
English and French. But what exactly is marketing?
The Oxford English Dictionary defines marketing as:
“The action or business of promoting and selling products or
services, including market research and advertising.”

Infomercial
Definition from Wikipedia:
An infomercial is a form of television advertising, which
generally includes a phone number or website. [...]
Infomercials often bring innovative or original solutions to
everyday life common problems. […].
Definition from the Merriam-Webster dictionary:
“A television program that is an extended advertisement often including a discussion or
demonstration”. 1
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/infomercial
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3- Evolution of Marketing and Advertising through History

1780’s

1830’s-1950’s

1930’s

1890’s

Marketing and advertising has evolved a lot in the last 200 years. At first, advertising was limited to
newspapers, posters and painted ads on buildings. Then, weekly magazines (1920’s), radio (1930’s),
television (1950’s), Internet (1990’s) and the social media (2000’s) added new advertising platforms, forcing
the marketing industry to constantly evolve.
1950’s

1970’s

1970’s

1980’s

1990’s

2010’s

1990’s

The fashion industry brought a completely new marketing approach. They convinced people that wearing
their logos everywhere on their clothes and apparel was normal and kind of cool. In the 1970’s, these
companies had to pay be to be advertised on different media platforms. Now, people pay to become their
advertisers! Like it or not, every time you put on branded caps, t-shirts or shoes, you advertise for them.
2000’s

2010’s
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4- Marketing and Advertising is Everywhere
How Many Ads Do You See in One Day?2
By Ron Marshall, Red Crow Marketing Inc.
Sept. 10th, 2015

When you create more media channels, you’ll create more advertising. Today
Americans (and most folks in modernized countries) are bombarded with
advertisements. I’m talking about a tsunami of commercials, print ads, Brand
labels, Facebook Ads, Google Ads, ads on your phone or anything a business can
produce to get your attention and compel you to buy. Digital Marketing
experts estimate that most Americans are exposed to around 4,000 to 10,000
advertisements each day.
Like many, I thought that number sounded a little far-fetched. So I actually decided to
dedicate one entire day to test it myself. I asked my wife and anyone I thought I would
come in contact with to not distract me too much. I wanted to pay keen attention to the
direct and indirect advertising impressions I was exposed to.
On my test day, I woke up in the morning to my Sony radio-alarm clock, heard about 14
ads on my local station, KTTS before I opened my eyes and hit the snooze on my Sony
clock. I used my Panasonic TV and Dish Network receiver remotes, noticed a Kenwood
receiver and Toshiba DVD player, and watched/listened to 46 TV commercials as I got
going.I got dressed in my Fruit of the Loom undershirt, Big Dog shirt, Wrangler Jeans
and Nike shoes; 11 Brand advertisements are within eyesight in the closet.
I opened my pantry and counted 214 food Brand labels, all colourful and professionally
created. I get my box of Kellogg’s for my Jersey Maid milk and count 62 product Brands.
I open a can of Folgers coffee to brew in my Mr. Coffee maker. I’ve gotten around 487 ad
exposures and I haven’t even finished breakfast.
I ended my experiment here. I was Brand-weary and knew the exposures would
become even more frequent when I stepped out my front door. I concluded that they
were probably telling the truth.
Of course, most people won’t actually recall seeing 10,000 messages. This is because, in
order to keep our sanity, we’ve developed a screening process to ignore most
advertising messages. Less than 100 of them make it past our “attention wall” each day.
It’s simply a matter of self-preservation.
Finding an advertising agency or having a creative marketing strategy is a must. If you
are not strategic, your efforts will be lost among the multitude of other advertising
messages out there. This is why you must be creative, memorable, and engaging
when making an ad.

2

https://www.redcrowmarketing.com/2015/09/10/many-ads-see-one-day/
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5- TV commercials marketing strategies
In order to be in the 1% of all the advertising messages that people will remember, there
marketing strategies often used to help selling a product on TV. These 20 strategies are very
commonly used in infomercials.

1-Humor:
The use of humor makes people appreciate (and watch!) the infomercial.

2-Blasting competition:
“We compared our product with the competitor’s product and look how our product is
better!”

3-Music and Beat:
A good, happy music or background beat gives a positive mood to your infomercial.

4-Freebies:
“Buy one and get a second one for free!” Potential customers are attracted with a bonus
product.

5-Instantaneous success:
“You will lose 10 lbs in just two weeks with a little effort”.

6-Perfect people in a perfect world:
People all look happy and seem to have a good life. Houses, rooms and scenery are all
perfect.

7-Slogan /Jingle:
A good slogan or jingle will make people remember your product better.

8- “Happy customers”:
These “normal” people have tried the product and they love it. They talk about their
experience with it.

9- Children:
Children are cute and bring a sort of positive innocence to the commercial message.

10- Cute animals:
Awwww… So cute! They bring positive emotions.

11- Celebrity Endorsement:
Whenever you see a celebrity (actor, singer, athlete) using or promoting a product.
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12- Experts approve it! :
It’s when you see a doctor, dentist, scientist, a professional association, etc. endorsing a
product.

13- Satisfaction guaranteed:
“We guarantee that you’ll love our product. If you don’t like it, you just need to return it and
we’ll give you your money back. Conditions may apply.” It makes potential customers feel
safer about buying the product.

14- Join the club:
“Over one million people have bought it already!” The message is; what are you waiting
for!? So many people can’t be wrong, right?

15- Don’t miss the train! :
It means jump in the “train” before it leaves the station, after it will be too late. “You have
to call within the next 10 minutes if you want to benefit of this extraordinary offer at a
discounted price”.

16- Through times:
To show that they are serious and reliable, companies like to refer about their long history.
“Since 1893, we provide Americans with the best orange juice on Earth”. Sometimes,
companies will portrait their product in a long-term future to show how reliable it is.

17- Fake rebates and sales:
“We normally sell this 39, 99$, but, for this special TV offer, we’ll cut our price in half and
offer it to you at only 19, 99$”. Usually, the “discounted price” is actually the normal price.
The other high price is just artificially boosted.

18- “Good” causes:
“Every time you buy one, we’ll help the planet by replanting a tree.” Good causes are great,
however, they are often used as a marketing strategy.

19-National pride:
Made in Canada. When you buy one, you help creating and maintaining jobs here.

20-Power Words:
Your product is never good, okay or fair. It’s AMAZING, AWESOME, REDESIGNED,
INNOVATIVE, INCREDIBLE, etc.

Your infomercial project will need to include at least 5 marketing strategies
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5.1- Infomercials Analysis

Bright Light Pillow

Perfect Pancake

Jiffy Fries

Zippit Bedding

Lava Lunch

Ab king pro

Tiddy Bear

Sticky Buddy

Chillow

EZ Moves

Mighty Putty

Oxyclean

Slap Chop

Snuggie / Foerver Lazy

Pajama Jeans

Q-Ray

Gogo Pillow

ShamWow

Watch the following infomercials and try to notice the various marketing strategies used. This will
help you integrate these strategies in your own infomercial.

1-Humor
2-Blasting competition
3-Music and beat
4-Freebies
5-Instant success
6-Perfect people / world
7-Slogan
8-Happy customer
9-Children
10-Cute animals
11-Celebrity
12-Experts
13-Satisfaction guaranteed
14-Join the club
15-Don’t miss the train!
16-Through times
17-Fake rebates
18-Good causes
19-National pride
20-Power words
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6- The 2018 Infomercial Project:
“Solving that Annoying Daily Issue!”
Now that you know a lot more about advertising, infomercials and marketing strategies, it is
now your turn to create your own infomercial (teams of 2). Let’s get started.
Your infomercial will need to bring an innovative solution to a daily life issue. You will invent
something that will solve that problem. You can use all your imagination and creativity since
your invention might be magic or futuristic (video compositing effects will take over that
part!).

Here are the schedule and multimedia requirement checklists.

6.1 Project schedule



Step 1: Identify your daily life issue
Step 2: Identify your target audience
Step 3: Identify a solution (it can be magic or futuristic)
Step 4: Design / draw the invention that will solve the issue
Step 5: Print your invention in 3D (respect the “cahier des charges”)
Step 6: Identify at least 5 marketing strategies you will use
Step 7: Make your storyboard AND dialogues sheet
Step 8: Shoot (and reshoot as necessary!) your scenes
Step 9: Edit your video and add compositing effects
Step 10: Add an ordering frame

6.2 Project multimedia requirement



Pre-video steps
Creation and design of a new innovative product (Autodesk 123D)
Commercial name and logo design (Photofiltre and Comic Life)
Planning and design of the infomercial through a storyboard
Use of at least 5 marketing strategies
Use of power words
Video making
Video shooting demonstrating intermediate skills:
Stabilization, framing, zooming, audio, etc.
Use of special effects in the product demonstration (Movie Studio)
Creation of a selling information slide (Powerpoint and Photofiltre)
Use of off screen narration (Audacity)
Post production
Presentation of your infomercial to your parents to get feedback
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7- Schematizing the Infomercial
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8- Infomercial Planning Tool
8.1 PROBLEM and AUDIENCE
A) Identify the daily life problem your product will solve:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
B) Is this a daily life problem?

Yes!

Not sure

C) What is your target audience? ____________________________________________

8.2 INVENTION / SOLUTION
A) Describe how your invention will solve the problem:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
B) Give your invention a commercial name:
_______________________________________________
C) Design a commercial logo for your product:
D) Illustrate your invention for future design and 3D printing
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E) On Autodesk 123D, with the “cahier des charges” made in Science class,
design your invention within the following dimensions:

Maximum Length (L): 140 mm
Maximum height (H): 60 mm
Maximum depth (D): 80 mm

9- Marketing Strategies
List the marketing strategies you plan using in your infomercial. You need to use
minimum 5 strategies.
Strategy

Ideas how to use it

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11

10- Storyboarding and Dialogues
10.1 MAKE YOUR STORYBOARD – DETAIL YOUR SCENES

12

13

10.2 DIALOGUES (make short and clear sentences)
-You will need to practice before shooting your scenes.
Scene

Student A

Student B
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11- Video Editing and Post Production
11.1 List the video effects and multimedia components you plan on using.
Audio: music, sounds, added voices (Audacity)
Visual: images (Photofiltre, Powerpoint)
Video Effects: effects and transitions (Sony Movie Studio)
Compositing effects: added special effects and key framing (ex:
lightning, energy ball, laser, etc.)
Zoom, pan, crop: video movement, resizing, fading, etc.

Scene


Multimedia components
Audio
Visual

Video Effects /
transitions

Video FX
Compositing
Effects

Zoom/Pan/Crop
Track motion
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Infomercial Project – PFEQ REQUIREMENTS
Softwares

Notions

Competencies

Autodesk 123D
Sony Movie Studio

-3D design
-Film making
-Effects, transitions
-Green screen
-Compositing
-Key framing
Image editing

C-1 Interacts
orally

Photofiltre and
Powerpoint
Audacity

C-2 Reinvests
understanding of
texts

Voice recording and editing

Criteria
(Through the creation process with
the team)
-Participation in oral interaction
-Articulation and content of the
message
-Evidence of understanding of texts
-Use of knowledge from texts in a
reinvestment task
-Participation in the response process

Area

Axis

Content

Aspect

Media Literacy

- Appropriation of production methods
- Uses of techniques, technology and various
languages
- Use of media-related materials and communication
codes
- Understanding of media representations of reality
- Appreciation of esthetical qualities of media
productions

Text

-Information: Infomercial
characteristics and strategies
-Functional (teamwork)
-Related vocabulary
-L. convention : focus on form
-Learning : self-monitor
-Metacognition : planning
- Generalizing beyond the text;
addressing an issue (problem)
-Writing : All 5 phases
-Production : Pre, while, post

Consumer
- Responsible use of goods and services
- Awareness of social, economic and ethical aspects
Rights and
Responsibilities of consumption

Intellectual
*Uses information
*Uses creativity
*Solves Problems
*Exercises critical
judgment

Methodological
*Adopts effective work methods
*Uses information and communication
technology

Language
Repertoire
Strategies
Processes

Personal and social
*Cooperates with
others

Communication
*Communicates
appropriately

This LES project fully complies to the Programme de formation de l’École québécoise (PFEQ) requirements.
©Langues et Multimédia, École Champagnat , CSDN 2017-2018
Louis-Xavier Roy and Melissa Anne Turgeon
.
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Infomercial – Evaluation Grid
Team members: ___________________

___________________

C-1 : Interacts orally in English

C-2 : Reinvests understanding of texts

Through the creation process (individual result).

In the infomercial final version (team result)

Criteria:
– Participation in oral interaction
– Content of the message
– Articulation of the message
– Management of strategies and resources

Criteria:
– Participation in the response process
– Evidence of understanding of texts
– Use of knowledge from texts in a reinvestment task
– Management of strategies and resources

A+
A
AStudent spontaneously and actively interacts in English with
peers during the creation process. Student exchanges points
of view with peers throughout during the entire creation
process. Student refines his/her language repertoire linked
to infomercials and explores it. Student gives and receives
peer’s feedback. Fluent speech.

A+
A
AStudents’ infomercial is relevant to the target audience.
Problem is clearly identified and is daily life one. The
invention brings an effective solution. Invention’s name and
logo show an excellent commercial idea. FIVE marketing
strategies (or more) are used. Video, multimedia and post
production make a high quality infomercial and would clearly
help promoting or selling the invention. Reinvestment from
LES texts is important.

B+
B
BStudent spontaneously interacts in English with peers during
the creation process. Student exchanges points of view with
peers during most of the creation process. Student refines
his/her language repertoire linked to infomercials. Student
gives OR receives peer’s feedback. Fluent speech.
C+
C
CStudents interacts in English with peers during the creation
process but mostly when prompted. Student somewhat
exchanges points of views with peers. Student uses some of
the language repertoire linked to infomercials. Student gives
and receives little peer’s feedback. Speech is somewhat
fluent.
D+
D
DStudent seldom interacts in English with peers during the
creation process. Student seldom exchanges point of views
with peers AND / OR doesn’t take peer’s feedback into
account. Speech is often hesitant. Frequent references to
mother tongue.

B+
B
BStudents’ infomercial is relevant to a general target
audience. Problem is correctly identified and relates to daily
life. The invention brings an appropriate solution. Invention’s
name and logo show a good commercial idea. FOUR
marketing strategies or more, although some are unclear.
Video, multimedia and post production make a good quality
infomercial and would help promoting or selling the
invention. Reinvestment from LES texts is sufficient.
C+
C
CStudents’ infomercial problem and/or target audience are
not well-defined. The invention brings a partial solution to
the problem. Only THREE marketing strategies are clearly
identified. Commercial name and logo aren’t clearly linked to
the product. Video, multimedia and post production make a
lower quality infomercial that might still help promoting or
selling the invention. Reinvestment from LES texts is
minimal.
D+
D
D
Infomercial is not clearly presenting a solution to an
everyday life problem. Marketing strategies are insufficient.
Video, multimedia and post production did not result into a
good infomercial. Insufficient reinvestment from LES texts.
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